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Turtles All The Way Down
The Recursive Law Of System Completeness

A well-known scientist (some say it was Bertrand Russell) once gave a
public lecture on astronomy. He described how the earth orbits around the
sun and how the sun, in turn, orbits around the centre of a vast collection
of stars called our galaxy.
At the end of the lecture, a little old lady at the back of the room
got up and said: "What you have told us is rubbish.
The world is really a flat plate supported on the back of a giant turtle."
The scientist gave a superior smile before replying,
"What is the turtle standing on?"
“Why, another turtle of course”, replies the old lady.
“And what is that turtle standing on?” asks the scientist again, smugly.
"You're very clever, young man, very clever,"
said the old lady. "But it's turtles all the way down."
Story from Stephen Hawking’s ‘A Brief History Of Time’

Nature seems to have really mastered the art of hierarchical structures. The turtle, subject
of the famous ‘turtles all the way down’ story in all of its various forms, is no exception.
The story too allows us to make a simple connection to the TRIZ Law of System
Completeness. The Law – as illustrated in Figure 1 – tells us that any ‘viable system’ must
contain at least five essential elements in order to function effectively.
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Figure 1: Law Of System Completeness

The five component model is drawn in this way – with the ‘Control’ (or sometimes ‘Coordination’) element drawn above the other four elements – to indicate an important fact.
That fact is that the Control element is operating at a higher level than the other four. The
Control must have visibility and connection to the other four elements in order to ensure
that the interactions between them occurs in an effective manner. This hierarchical
relationship is much more explicitly described in the cybernetics work of Stafford Beer.
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Beer’s main contribution to our understanding of the world is the ‘Viable System Model’
(Reference 1). In frequently different words, Beer managed to make for businesses
exactly the same connections that Altshuller did for technical systems. Beer though went
several steps further and introduced the idea of recursion. Although intended to be applied
to organizations, the primary thesis upon which Beer’s model is built is the hierarchical
construction of systems in nature. As may be seen from Beer’s model – Figure 2 – it is not
immediately obvious that the Viable System Model describes a recursive hierarchical
structure.

Figure 2: Viable System Model

We can help to make the picture clearer by incorporating Beer’s ideas into the Law of
System Completeness. Figure 3 represents the start of an attempt to do this:
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Figure 3: Recursion And The Law Of System Completeness

What is being shown here is the start of the idea that, because the Control element
operates at a higher level than the others, as we zoom-in to examine the fine details of
any system, this ‘Control’ element becomes the link that connects one recursive layer to
the next layer down in the hierarchy. Thus, in the figure, if we zoom-in to look at the
Engine element of a system, then that Engine must contain a Control that in turn coordinates the Engine, Transmission, Tool and Interface of a sub-system. In the same way
each of the other elements of the high level system may have their own internal viable
sub-systems, each of which must in turn satisfy the Completeness Law.
The turtle presents us with a simple way of visualizing this recursive interpretation of the
Law in action. At its highest level, a turtle is a system. The main function of that system is
perhaps open to some dispute, but ask a biologist and you are likely to receive the answer
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that the main function of any life-form is to reproduce and make more life-forms. With this
in mind, we could interpret the Tool and Interface – no pun intended – to be the male and
female reproductive organs of a pair of turtles. Likewise we could interpret the ‘Engine’ to
be the sub-system of muscles; the Transmission as the skeleton and tendons that transmit
the contractions of the muscles into various movements of the turtle. The ‘Control’ is then
provided by the turtle’s brain.
Having made this definition (we could have made others – one of the consequences of
having a highly recursive, turtles all the way down hierarchy), we might then zoom-in and
look at, say, the ‘muscle’ Engine we have defined. The muscle system of the turtle can
also be viewed as a system. Each individual muscle can in fact be interpreted so. Let’s
take any one of those muscles as an example. According to Figure 3 we ought now to be
able to identify five more elements that together form this muscle system. At this level, the
muscle fibre filaments are probably best viewed as the Tool – since they are the thing that
delivers the intended contraction (and therefore movement) function. The skeleton now
acts as the Interface. At this level the Engine is the chemical energy present in ATP
(Adenosine triphosphate), the myosin provides the Transmission and the nervous system
provides the control and co-ordination. Were we interested enough, we could extend the
hierarchy down another level by looking at any of these elements and in turn defining a
new lower level system of five elements – Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Turtles All The Way Up And Down

Rather than do this, however, it probably suffices for us to say that we could do the same
thing for any other system we might want to analyse. Any sub-system – from the societal
to individual to cell to DNA to molecular to photonic particle - provided it delivers a function
(and if it didn’t, why would it be there?) will form its own five element Complete System.
For Beer, the model was all about defining viability in business and organizations, and, if
we extrapolate what Altshuller was thinking, it also helps us to think about viability in
technical systems. We can thus construct a recursive model of a Boeing 787 Dreamliner in
exactly the same way as have begun for our turtle. And exactly the same as with the turtle,
it’s Dreamliners all the way down.
References
1) Espejo, R., Gill, A., ‘The Viable System Model as a Framework for Understanding
Organizations’, www.phrontis.com/vsm.htm.
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How Big Is The Innovation (Blue) Ocean?
Ocean: A body of water occupying about two-thirds of a world
made for man - who has no gills.
Ambrose Bierce

Although largely devoid of any actual or meaningful content, there can be little doubt that
Kim and Mauborgne hit on something important when they coined the terms ‘blue ocean’
and ‘red ocean’ in their book Blue Ocean Strategy (Reference 1). The two phrases offer a
pair of very compelling image to managers; what person wouldn’t be attracted to the idea
of finding some calm, uncontested blue ocean space to operate in when compared to the
shark infested and fiercely competitive red ocean of normal everyday business? The book
makes some kind of attempt to define what both oceans look like, but there is little that
could be called actionable advice. At least not something that couldn’t be copied by a
competitor within the duration of their own blue-ocean brainstorming session. The power
of the analogy is evident, nevertheless, in the rapid spread of the ‘blue ocean’ expression
into just about every corner of the innovation world. Not bad considering the book has just
had only its second anniversary.
Others have made rather more effective attempts at defining what the ‘ocean’ looks like,
but without the power of the analogy. This perhaps gives truth to the idea that if a picture
is worth a thousand words, then a good analogy is worth a thousand pictures. A pretty
good attempt at plotting the size of the ocean, though, can be found in the work of Doblin
Consultants (Reference 2) and their ‘Innovation Landscape’. If we have here another
‘method’ containing little by way of idea generation assistance (it too has its own ‘insert
miracle here’ moments), it does at least try to define the size of the ocean. In defining ten
different types of innovation, at the very least, the Innovation Landscapes provides a
compelling way of getting users to step out of the usual ‘innovation=new-product’ box that
most people think of when the word innovation is used.
In the previous article in this issue of the e-zine we spoke again about the TRIZ Law of
System Completeness. It seems to us that if we were really to set about defining the true
size of the innovation ocean, this ought to be a truly objective place to start. By defining an
organization as a system (which of course it must be, albeit it seems to be more art than
science in most) then the five essential elements of that system must be present and
ought to provide us with a way of identifying the possible different types of innovation.
Figure 2 illustrates those five elements in the terms relevant to organizations. There are
several ways to map between organizational areas and the Engine, Transmission, Tool,
Interface and Control elements present in the traditional, technical interpretation of the
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Law, but the one shown in the Figure seems to be one with the best connection to the
innovation story (Reference 2).
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Figure 1: Law Of System Completeness As Applied To A Business

The next part of our innovation ocean hypothesis says that if we have five essential
elements of an organization then we ought to be able to innovate in any of the five
different areas. Immediately we can see that this gets us away from the constraints of the
innovation=new-product idea since this is just one of the five elements of the overall
system. Also too we can perhaps start to see how different companies have as the basis
of their innovation success a focus in one or more of the other areas. A large part of the
initial success of Fedex, for example, was nothing to do with product or even ‘more ideal
service’ innovation but rather that they innovated the parcel delivery business ‘route to
market’.
Meanwhile, the idea of dividing the innovation ocean into five areas still feels a little crude
when we consider the myriad range of innovations that can be seen in the market. In order
to give more substance to the model, therefore, we have taken each of the five essential
elements and further divided them into a number of sub-categories. We have done this
independently of the recursion ideas present in the previous article. We ought not to forget
this ‘turtles all the way down’ idea when mapping any innovation ocean – any ocean has
depth as well as area – but while we are operating at the same turtle level in that world
hierarchy, it seems to us that the five basic elements ought to be further segmented as
follows:
More Ideal Product/Service – here it seems we can benefit from employing another TRIZ
tool – this time the 9-Windows – to help scope the possibilities. Since we are staying at the
same hierarchical level, we just at this point need to think about the time dimension. A
sensible division, consistent with the usual past, present and future windows is a before,
during and after aspect to the innovation story. Thus, we think that when it comes to
innovating around the idea of the more ideal product or service, we have the possibility to
innovate in the ‘before’ – in other words the performance promise that we are proposing to
the customer before they buy, the ‘during’ – how we interact with the customer as we
deliver the product or service to them, and ‘after’ – how we support the customer after they
have acquired our more ideal product or service.
Means Of Production – we need to be careful here because the terminology perhaps
gives the impression that we are manufacturing something, whereas in actual fact the
intended meaning is the full breadth of how we scale our product or service to match the
needs of the entire target customer base. It is, in other words, about the economical masscreation of our more ideal product or service. As with the previous discussion of dividing
the more ideal product or service into the three different time categories, it also seems
appropriate to do something similar here. Thus the before, during and after of our ‘means
of production’ may be interpreted as: (before) our means of prototyping the more ideal
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product or service; (during) the actual mass-creation of the product or service, and (after)
the way we return, recover or recycle what we have produced.
Route To Market – in this element, the time angle seems less relevant and so we need
another way of dividing the possible innovation opportunities. Based on what we can
observe across our database of past innovations, there seem to be two basic categories
here; the first involves the channel we use to reach the market; the second involves the
possible use of complementors. This latter innovation route seems to be an increasingly
common one in and around the business concept innovation arena, with lots of examples
of organizations teaming – either permanently or temporarily – with others who are not
competing but are nevertheless operating in the same environment – e.g. banks and
house builders are both helping customers to acquire a home and are therefore potentially
complementary to one another.
Market Demand – also seems less relevant to the time dimension since that appears to
be covered in the more ideal product category (the customer defining, of course, what
‘more ideal’ actually means at different times). Instead, again looking at what has
happened in the past, the best way to segment this element seems to be in two areas.
The first relates to issues of advertising, branding and how customers perceive our more
ideal product or service. The second then relates to the ‘experience’ associated with the
customers interaction with the organization. We take our lead in dividing this market
demand element into these two categories from the Innovation Landscape work described
in Reference 2. While we absolutely recognize the relevance of the commodity-productservice-experience-transformation progress found in the Customer Expectation trend, we
also agree with the Doblin concept that offering a more ideal product or service is one
thing, the customer experience present (or absent) throughout their dealings with the
provider is something that is there in parallel. These two definitions are, we think,
consistent with one another. If you’re not sure how, then imagine how it is perfectly
possible to offer a product then a service then add an experience to either – adding an
experience, in other words, doesn’t necessarily replace the earlier two stages of the
trend).
Co-ordination – finally, and again consistent with the earlier ‘turtles all the way down’
article, the co-ordination element of the complete system operates at a higher level than
the other four. Again taking a lead from Doblin, it seems most appropriate to define the
innovation ocean space within this element in terms of two more sub-categories. First here
is how the business is financed – how the shareholders are involved, how investors are
involved; essentially how the financial network surrounding the business is configured and
managed. Secondly, and perhaps more obviously, is the basic business model design of
the organization. This second area is what we have described as ‘business concept
innovation’ in previous discussions on the difference between technical and business
innovation.
If we put all of these different elements and sub-categories together, we obtain a total
innovation ocean with twelve different parts as shown in Figure 2.
Comparing this 12-part ocean to the 10-part territory defined in Reference 2, sees the
addition of two elements not covered by that earlier model. Namely the Doblin model fails
to identify the ‘after’ innovation opportunity found in the Means of Production category.
Clearly this is an omission, and moreover one that is increasingly relevant in today’s world.
Companies like Interface (sustainable floor covering) offer a clear example of players
finding ‘blue ocean’ innovation space in the way in which they dispose of the customers’
old floor coverings. The Doblin model also fails to fully capture the concept of business
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complementors. Perhaps, they would argue, complementors are a part of the business
network category in the ‘co-ordination’ element, but we think such a connection fails to
make an important distinction between how we co-ordinate the business and how we
present win-win complements between our offering and someone else’s to the customer.
Again, like the bank-builder example, we can see many examples of this type of
complementor innovation in terms of the offering that the customer sees.

Market
Demand

Figure 2: Using The Five Essential Elements To Define A 12 Part Innovation Ocean

The 12-Part Innovation Ocean model has been drawn the way that it has in Figure 2 in
order to provide an opportunity to create the sort of innovation landscape map that
Reference 2 is designed to create. A simple example should serve to make the important
point and to bring this article to a close. We do this remembering that our main point
throughout is merely to begin answering the question how big is the innovation ocean.
The example we will use involves Ryanair. Probably too much is being written about this
Ireland-based point-to-point airline (in many ways a mimic of South West Airlines in the
US), but then again, the company is currently being very successful – carrying, for
example, more passengers now than British Airways, and at an industry-beating average
load factor (percentage of the seats occupied by passengers on any flight) of over 91%.
What the innovation ocean model allows us to do is to model where the traditional airlines
have innovated versus where Ryanair have innovated in the last decade or so. Figure 3
illustrates some of the main innovations introduced by airlines like British Airways.
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Figure 3: Recent Innovations In The Traditional Airline Business
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Most visible in this picture is the classic psychological inertia connection between
innovation and the more ideal product or service. There is, of course, nothing wrong with
this – frankly every company, especially in the airline business, has little choice (KLM
aside apparently, unless grumpy staff, over-booked planes, crap entertainment and
inedible food count as innovations) – but as we can see in the next Figure, it is not
sufficient. Figure 4 then illustrate how we might map Ryanair onto this innovation ocean
model:
•
•
•
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Figure 4: Ryanair and Their Charting Of The Innovation Ocean

Notice any difference between the two figures? According to Doblin, this breadth of
innovation – innovating in the parts of the ocean that no-one else is (yet) playing may just
be the key to the Ryanair story in particular and any other innovation story in general. As
with Blue Ocean Strategy, simply finding a new place to innovate isn’t enough to create a
sustainable business. To create the sustainable advantage, we need to not only find the
blue ocean space, but also somehow protect it. According to us, the way to do that is to
solve some kind of contradiction. That Ryanair have done this several times over, that just
may turn out to be the full story we all ought to learn from. And more on this story in
another article on them later in the year.
References
1) Kim, W.C., Mauborgne, R., ‘Blue Ocean Strategy: How to Create Uncontested
Market Space and Make the Competition Irrelevant’, Harvard Business School
Press, 2005.
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Circular Trends II – Meta-Trends
In last month’s circular trend article, we discussed how certain of the discontinuous
evolution trends uncovered by the TRIZ research follow repeating circular as opposed to
step-by-step linear trajectories. This month we take that idea a step further by looking at
how the repeating-cycles idea can also be seen at a meta level.
In addition to that, a frequently asked question concerning the TRIZ trends is ‘which ones
are more important than others?’ The simple answer to this question is ‘it depends’. But it
also seems clear that there is some kind of hierarchy present. Several of the original TRIZ
researchers have published on this subject. Vladimir Petrov offers one of the better
examples (Reference 1), firstly repeating the idea that ‘increasing ideality’ is the overriding
evolution trend, but then going on to identify irregularity of evolution of parts within a
system and increasing system dynamics as two high level trends that drive others.
The ‘irregularity of parts evolution trend is perhaps better observed as the increasingdecreasing complexity pattern shown in Figure 1.
Complexity

Complexity
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Complexity
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Time
Figure 1: System Complexity Evolution Trend

Since this trend is operating at a higher level than others, progression along it may be
seen to drive evolution along other trends. Figure 2 attempts to illustrate the underlying
mechanisms of these driving interactions.
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Figure 2: Mono-Bi-Poly Trend As A Repeating Cycle Driven By Increasing-Decreasing Complexity Jumps
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What we have here is the higher level increasing-decreasing complexity trend drawn at
the top of the picture as a left-to-right repeating pattern. Then below it is the Mono-Bi-Poly
trend. Here is a trend that is often viewed as the first half of the increasing complexity
trend. What we now show in this picture is how once a system reaches the ‘poly’ stage of
the Mono-Bi-Poly trend, we are very likely to see a discontinuous jump back to a new
mono-system. Typically this shift, which starts the next rotation around the Trend, occurs
when a system makes a nesting transition into either the super-system or the sub-system.
If that sounds rather abstract, let’s now make things a little more concrete by examining
another related but nevertheless separate higher level trend. The focus here shifts to the
Macro-To-Nano Trend. This is a left-to-right trend that tells us that over time, the design of
systems makes periodic jumps to smaller and smaller size scales. The main
discontinuities here occur when engineers and scientists make discoveries that permit
jumps to smaller size scales. We are currently, for example, seeing massive amounts of
activity in the field of nanotechnology. The difference between nano-technology and
micron-scale views of the world is that we are now able to a) see things at the nano-scale,
and, b) are learning how to manipulate things at the nano-scale. As with all of the trends,
our primary focus is precisely on these kind of technology-shifting discontinuities. This is
because it is these jumps that ultimately drive the discontinuities observed in other trends.
Figure 3 gives a typical example of this driving effect of the Macro-To-Nano scale trend. In
the figure we see how a discontinuous jump (typically three orders of magnitude in scale)
causes the Surface Segmentation trend to cycle from its fourth and ‘final’ stage back to the
first stage.
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Figure 3: Surface Segmentation Trend As A Repeating Cycle Driven By Macro-To-Nano Jumps

What is happening here is that as we zoom-in to look at the finer and finer detail of any
surface we open up more opportunities for exploiting the trend. So, to take a simple
example, we can see how, at the macro level, the car tyre has evolved along the Surface
Segmentation trend in terms of the incorporation of intricate tread patterns and inclusion of
things like wear indicators and other ‘active elements’. Today’s tyre has been designed at
the millimeter scale. If we now make a jump along the Macro-To-Nano scale and say that
we now have the ability to start engineering the micron-scale profile of the tyre, for
example now going inside the tread then, since the inside of the tread is a smooth surface,
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the Macro-To-Nano jump presents an opportunity to start the Surface Segmentation cycle
again, this time at the new size scale.
The Macro-To-Nano Scale Trend has a similar start-the-cycle-over affect on other of the
physical TRIZ trends. Like for example the Space Segmentation, Asymmetry and
Geometric Evolution trends.
We can see a similar meta-trend influence in temporal terms with the new ‘Nesting – Time’
trend (Reference 2). Here is a trend that tells us that we will progressively gain the ability
to add new actions within other actions as our ability to engineer solutions at progressively
smaller time intervals advances. As we have done in Figure 3, we could construct similar
interaction effects between the higher-level Nesting Trend and other trends like Action Coordination and Rhythm Co-ordination.
Going beyond the world of technological evolution, finally, at this point in time there is less
available data to say for sure which of the discontinuous business evolution trends operate
at higher levels than others. Emerging favourites are (again) the increasing-decreasing
complexity trend, and (quite likely) the Customer Expectation trend. We will no doubt
return to this subject in a future article once we have had more time to explore the domain.
Our ultimate aim is to present a comprehensive mapping of each of the technical,
business and software trends in terms of their meta-influence on other trends. In the
meantime we hope that the thoughts and ideas presented here will act as a suitable
stimulus to encourage readers to both exploit the meta-effects outlined in the systems they
are responsible for designing, but also to look for new interaction effects between various
other combinations of Trends. Based on our own experiences, the prize of so doing
involves the prospect of considerable amounts of new intellectual property.
References
1) Petrov, V., ‘The Laws Of System Evolution’, TRIZ Journal, March 2002.
2) Systematic Innovation E-Zine, ‘New Trends – ‘Nest-Up’ And ‘Nest-Down’’, Issue 51,
June 2006.
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Humour – Six Stigma

Many of us have an inbuilt evolutionary drive – like spawning salmon – to return to
periodically to their homeland. In my case that means the city of Bradford in the fair county
of Yorkshire in the UK.
Sometimes those temporary visits home can end in disappointment and the distinctly
depressing feeling that the place of your earliest memories is somehow descending into
the realms of the Third World. A compelling piece of evidence comes in the form of this
cutting taken from the Telegraph & Argus, Bradford’s finest (and only) daily newspaper:

The only good side to this story is that once you achieve Third World status you get to
charge Third World prices. £17.63 (wonder how they came up with that number?) for a
day of Six Sigma education sounds very fair. In more ways than one.
Meanwhile, congratulations to ‘business reporter’ Mark Casci for his in depth research of
the subject. Can I come back to almost-21st Century Clevedon now?
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Patent of the Month - Light Movable Liquid Crystal

Patent of the month this month is US7,197,204, granted to serial inventor Sadeg M. Faris
of Pleasantville, New York. The patent relates to applications of a novel family of smart
opto-mechanical materials. The opto-mechanical effect – which, as the name suggests,
translates an optical stimulus into a mechanical response – was discovered in 2001. In
crude terms, what this means is that we shine a light on the material and it moves. This
kind of translation between stimulus and response is something we keep track of in our
smart materials database, a partial version of which is shown below:

Opto-mechanical effect

What is so important about these types of smart materials and effects is that they form a
complete system (as defined by the TRIZ Law of System Completeness.. a growing theme
of this edition of the e-zine) within a single entity. Thus, the opto-mechanical material
contains engine, transmission and control all in one. The focus of the Faris patent then is
the design of the tool and interface for a series of specific examples.
Those applications include switching devices, load carrying devices and a programmable
mask. The patent claims, however seem to focus mainly on the switching capabilities.
Here is Claim 1 from the patent:
1. A switching device actuatable with a light source for transmitting an optical signal therethrough,
said switching device comprising: a light movable liquid crystal ("LMLC") positionable between a
first position and a second position, wherein said LMLC is configured for mechanical actuation
upon activation with said light source.

As may be seen from this description, one of the really nice aspects of being the first to
make a connection between a novel material and its possible applications is that you get
to claim coverage that is very broad. In this sense, thinking about Altshuller’s five patent
levels, we might think of Faris’s patent as Level 3. The discovery of the opto-mechanical
effect in the first place – not what is being claimed here – would then be an example of a
Level 4 patent. As we know from our own research, over the fullness of time, any Level 4
patent is likely to spawn a large number of Level 3, 2 and eventually 1 patents.
The inventor works at a company called Reveo. A brief examination of their website
(http://www.reveo.com/patents.htm?page=tec) reveals that they do quite a lot of this type
of Level 3 inventing. It is not clear how successful they’ve been at commercializing what
they own, but we think that with this opto-mechanical invention now in the bag, they ought
to be on to at least one winner.
The only real TRIZ learning point from the invention is the extension to the Function
database that the new material brings about. What Faris has done, in TRIZ terms, is to
exploit the material as a means of ‘moving a solid’. Provided you don’t use it in a switching
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device, the challenge is now on for readers to think of other possible applications where
this function, delivered by the opto-mechanical effect would be useful. We already
generated one very nice solution to a problem we’ve been working on for a client, although
we’re not sure whether to patent it or not yet.

In case you might have a new killer application of your own, here are a few more facts: the
opto-mechanical effect arises from the use of nematic elastomers. It has been shown that
certain of these elastomers have the property of being able to change their shape by up to
400%. In terms of the amount of movement possible using the effect, this translates to a
current level of capability that is still in the micron range. This might limit some of the uses
you might be able to think of. At least so far... unless you want to start applying TRIZ to
the material itself. Which, thinking about it, might not be such a bad idea.
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Best of the Month – An Introduction To Cybernetics

From one of the best websites on the Net, Principia Cybernetica, comes free electronic
access to W Ross Ashby's classic book "Introduction to Cybernetics". First printed in
1957, the original version has been out of print for many years. It is not often that a 50
year old book still has something to tell us about the way in which the brain works, or
indeed, even more implausible, how we might design better software. However, we concur
with the Cybernetica belief that the book is so important that it should reach as wide
audience as possible. According to the website (in itself well worth spending a few hours
sifting through), the electronic publication of the book has been made possible largely
through Mick Ashby, the author's grandson, who has convinced the copyright holders (the
Ashby estate) that they should allow the production of an electronic version.

W Ross Ashby is one of the founding fathers of both cybernetics and systems theory. He
developed such fundamental ideas as the homeostat, (our current favourite) law of
requisite variety, the principle of self-organization, and the principle of regulatory models.
Many of these insights were already proposed in the 1940's and 1950's, long before chaos
and complexity theories revolutionized the mathematical world. Whereas the concepts
surrounding the complexity movement are often complicated and confuse, Ashby's ideas
are surprisingly clear and simple, yet deep and universal.
As may be seen in the reprinted excerpt above, cybernetics was one of the first attempts
to shift modern human thinking away from the ‘what is this thing?’ focus on entities to
‘what does it do?’ There is hence a very close connection to the Function pillar and TRIZ
way of thinking. Anyone interested in TRIZ will, we think, find significant benefit in reading
this book. And if not significant benefit, then at the very least, significant amazement that
an awful lot of what we think of as new and revolutionary today was being written about
over 50 years ago.
Don’t be put off by the matrix algebra (fans of Nam Suh will be in heaven!). We skipped
over the maths the first time through (hum anything you don’t understand is an instruction
we read from another prominent science author a few years ago – something that has
held us in good stead ever since) and still got an awful lot of benefit.
Download the book here: http://pespmc1.vub.ac.be/ASHBBOOK.html.
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Conference Report – 4th Leading CEO Summit, Burj Al Arab, Dubai
Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, the ruler of Dubai epitomizes many of the
attributes that a modern day CEO requires to make a success of his business: even if his
business is managing 1.3 million people. This is according to the chairman at the 4th
leading CEO summit, which took place at the Burj Al Arab, Dubai on Wednesday March
21, 2007.

The Stunning Burj Al Arab Hotel

We were invited to present a Keynote Speech at the summit and attend the 4th Middle
East CEO Awards Ceremony.
The chief guest at the functions were H.E. Dr. Hanif Hassan Ali, Minister of Education,
UAE and H.H. Sheikha Hessa Bint Khalifa of Bahrain. Her highness’ Keynote address at
the award ceremony highlighted the importance of innovation and creativity for the Middle
East region and the imperative to not simply try to imitate others.
The event was organized around the themes like Future Challenges for Leadership,
Learning From The Global Leadership Experiences, Business and Government
Leadership, Inspiring And Grooming A Competent Second Level Of Leaders.
The main theme of the event was that in an era of hyper competition, leading CEOs are
compelled to consider how to transform their organizations to being more innovative,
responsible and more profitable organisations. The aim of the summit was to discuss how
business decision makers should address these challenges and advise them on best
practices that can make their organisations world class.
The summit brought together regional CEOs and aspiring CEOs and for them to access
new models, share best practices, and discuss these issues and how they impact the
bottom line.
The high-level conference opened up for discussion on the following broad subject
matters: The New Age CEO (!) CEOs to drive and not to be driven; Purpose And Vision;
How Would Today’s CEOs Benefit From Dubai 2015 Strategy Plan? CEOs Priorities Amid
The Next Wave Of Region’s Challenges? Can Government & Business CEOs Work
Together – Citizen Centric Vs Profit Centric? Thinking Global CEOs: Are The Regions
CEOs Trend Setters Or Followers?
The diversity of presentation ranged from Preparing The Future CEO; Recruiting For
CEOs To Managing The Global Trend For Success. The final presentation was from a
young entrepreneur who highlighted the challenges and opportunities he faced as a young
CEO in the emerging Middle East market.
Our presentation “CEO – The Disruptive Factor” focused on organizational transformation.
Innovation means transformation of a product/service, process/system or the
transformation of Business/marketing strategy to HR/corporate policies. In both cases, i.e.
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transformation or innovation, which ever way you look at it, the driver has ultimately to
come from the CEO. This was our theme of the presentation.
Dubai has 1,021 CEOs who manage 10,537 employees, where as UAE has 1,635 CEOs
and manage 13, 293 employees in a total population of 4.4 million according to the
organizers of the event.
The summit and its climactic awards ceremony emphasized and sent delegates away with
the following:
1. The need to invest in people and make them feel part of the organization vision.
2. With the pace of economic development being so fast in the region particularly
UAE, there is definitely a need to create more CEOs who will be able to take the
economy forward and be able to sustain the economic development taking place in
this region.
3. Creativity and innovation and not blind imitation is what CEOs should go for.

Jabir Walji and Very Attractive Carpet
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Investments – Self-Cleaning Concrete

The discoloration of building facades due to pollution and/or the ingress of organic matter
such as fungus and moulds is one of the scourges of modern cities.

Various remedies to the problem have been developed over the years and presently the
‘building cleaning’ industry is worth several billion dollars a year worldwide. The most
successful solutions in recent times have been the self-cleaning technologies emerging
from the discovery of the Lotus Effect. Perhaps the most successful of the products
emerging from this solution has been the Lotusan family of exterior paints. The Lotusan
promise is for a much longer maintenance-free life compared to painting with a normal
exterior paint. Their problem – and indeed the problem of any kind of coating or additional
layer on the outside of a façade is that sooner or later it will be eroded and breached by
the weather.
In our mind, any kind of intermediary like a paint cannot expect to thrive for too long in
markets where a real problem exists since it is fundamentally vulnerable to having its
function incorporated into the structure over which it is being applied. This is now what
seems to be happening in the pre-cast concrete business. Create a self-cleaning concrete
that works and the days of even the best self-cleaning paint or coating lookv set to be
numbered.
Using the same basic photo-catalyst technology as is found in the new generation of selfcleaning glasses (‘someone, somewhere already solved your problem’), Italcementi –
Italy’s main cement producer – appears to have taken a substantial lead and made the
first tentative steps towards a proven, commercially available self-cleaning concrete.
When used on or in a concrete structure, photo-catalysts decompose organic materials
that foul the surface. The organic compounds affected by photo-catalysts include dirt
(soot, grime, oil and particulates) biological organisms (mold, algae, bacteria and
allergens), air-borne pollutants (VOCs including formaldehyde and benzene; tobacco
smoke; and the nitrous oxides (NOx) and sulphuric oxides (SOx) that are significant
factors in smog), and even the chemicals that cause odors. The catalyzed compounds
break down into oxygen, carbon dioxide, water, sulfate, nitrate and other molecules that
are either beneficial to or at have a relatively benign impact on the environment. Most
inorganic pollutants and stains, including rust, are not catalyzed.
The products of the catalytic reaction are easy to remove from the treated surface
because the surface becomes hydrophilic — a term that means “water loving.” A
hydrophilic surface prevents moisture from forming beads of water that may cause stains
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by attracting and holding dirt and then streaking the surface. Instead, moisture forms a thin
film across a surface that interferes with the adhesion of dirt. Rain or simple rinsing can
then easily remove the dirt. The result being that buildings stay cleaner and more
beautiful. Like the very striking Jubilee Church in Rome:

This breathtaking structure was designed by the award-winning international architectural
firm of Richard Meier & Partners Architects LLP. It is an awe-inspiring composition of 256
precast, post-tensioned concrete elements assembled into curved white “sails” that rise 85
feet into the sky.
The project was constructed with Italcementi’s TX Millennium product, a white portland
cement with a photocatalytic additive. Crushed white marble aggregate was also used to
make the concrete a brilliant white. As the project’s “technical sponsor,” Italcementi Group
estimates 12,000 man-hours went into developing and testing the new cement to make
sure the photocatalytic material is compatible with the concrete and would, indeed, keep
the building clean for the thousand-year service life used as the project’s design criteria.

The catalytic ingredient in all of these products is titanium dioxide (TiO2). Titanium dioxide
is widely used as a white pigment in paint, plastics, cosmetics, and a host of other
products. Making it photo-catalytic requires manipulating the material to create extremely
fine nanotechnology-sized particles with a different atomic structure. At the nano-scale,
this new type of titanium undergoes a quantum transformation and becomes a
semiconductor. Activated by the energy in light, the TiO2 creates a charge separation of
electrons and electron holes. The electrons disperse on the surface of the photo-catalyst
and react with external substances, causing chemical reductions and oxidations and
forming hydroxyl radicals that act as powerful oxidants to decompose organic compounds.
Coming soon to a new build near you, we think. Expect big things from this one. Despite
what the paint and coating manufacturers might tell us.
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Biology – Common Periwinkle

An interesting find in the latest issue of the British journal Proceedings of the Royal
Society B (Reference 1).Biologists at the University of Sunderland in England report their
discovery that some snails regularly follow mucus trails left by other snails, and as a
consequence save 70 per cent of the energy used to move around in the process.
Mucus has the benefit of acting like a kind of glue that allows slugs and snails to extend
their habitats to the vertical and overhanging surfaces of plants. But mucus it is costly to
produce and snails expend up to a third of all their resources on this unusual method of
locomotion.
"This process is very taxing indeed - much more so than walking, swimming or flying," said
study author Mark Davies. Therefore, any savings they make mean they have significantly
more [energy] to put into breeding, feeding and evading predators. Researchers had
previously suggested that re-tracking existing mucus trails might help snails with limited
vision navigate complex surfaces more easily and that gastropods might follow their own
trials to find their way home. To test the behaviour more rigorously, Davies and co-worker
Janine Blackwell collected marine snails of the Common Periwinkle (Litorrina littorea) from
the U.K. seashore. The species is commonly found on the coasts of the East and West
Atlantic. They allowed them to lay trails across arrays of microscope slides and followed
their progress.

"Once a second snail went down the trail, we expected the trail to be twice as thick, but it
wasn't - it was a lot less," said Davies. "Snails being able to save energy by trail following
was totally unexpected."
Here’s how we might map this problem as a conflict:

Interesting to see the presence of Principle 34, ‘Discarding & Recovering’ here, since this
is a very nice match to the solution evolved by the Periwinkle. Our initial thinking was that
this was a classic Principle 25B ‘make use of waste resources’ solution, but the ‘discarding
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and recovering’ strategy gives a better insight into the actual solution – the Periwinkle is
not just making use of a waste resource, it is re-using a trail discarded by an earlier
Periwinkle. Principle 34 is a fairly rare occurrence in the Contradiction Matrix which makes
the connection even more intriguing.
The Periwinkle also has to solve another important contradiction relating to its mucus. The
above discussion is about ‘trail mucus’. This mucus is required to have low friction
properties in order to facilitate low energy locomotion from one location to another. At
other times, however, such as when tide movements might dislodge the snail, or when
being attacked by predators, a different kind of mucus is required. Specifically in these
situations, the requirement is for an adhesive mucus.
As reported in Reference 2:

Does this sound like another good example of making best use of existing resources? The
same basic molecules are used in both sticky and slippy mucus’s; the only difference
between the two is that the Periwinkle has evolved a solution whereby the sticky version is
created by adding more proteins. A rather wonderful ‘transition to the sub-system’ solution
to the contradiction.
References
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Short Thort

“I believe there will always be some of us who have a passion for giving their best.
And quite frankly, if there aren't, then no process will save us.”
Dr. Tony Cusano
Practicing Attending Physician - Waterbury Hospital
Assistant Clinical Professor - Yale University

News
UK Workshop
As much a surprise to us as to anyone else, but it seems we have accidentally obtained a
critical mass of people in the UK interested in doing our Intermediate Level TRIZ
Workshop. Any other readers interested in attending the event will find barely any
information on the website other than the fact that it will take place on May 16 and 17 at
our Clevedon office. If you do want to know more, please drop Darrell a line.
Globe Telekom
We are pleased to announce a first workshop to be held with the senior management
team at Globe Telekom in the Philippines. The in-house workshop will take place in the
early part of May.
Qatar Foundation
It also looks like we will be conducting a public workshop in Qatar thanks to sponsorship
from the government supported Foundation. We are expecting around 50 delegates at the
three day workshop commencing at the end of this month.
2nd Computer Aided Innovation Conference
Judging by the repeated extensions to the abstract submission deadline that seem to be
appearing weekly in our inbox, it isn’t totally clear whether there will be a critical mass of
papers to allow this conference to go ahead. Nevertheless, 8 and 9 October in Brighton,
Michigan are the date and place to put into your diary if this is a subject of interest to you.
We somehow managed to get our extended abstract ‘Emergent Contradictions: A
Synthesis Of TRIZ And Complex Systems Theory’ submitted in time for the second
deadline extension. Maybe we’ll see you there.
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